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Consolidated
under

deadly rain of bombs upon Hitpouring
ler’s “invasion ports” and striking such heavy
blows at Nazi forces that a foray could not be
a
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Government

attempted. This has gone steadily on ever
as it did before. Sunday’s British raids
were particularly effective. German fliers are
still bombing London, but Berlin, too, is tasting the bitterness of air attack.
But, while her air force is magnificently
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efficient, Britain has a lesson to learn in other quarters. DeGualle’s fiasco at Dakar showed that this French general, who possesses
undoubted military talent, lacks other attributes that would fit him for command. Britain
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would blunder seriously If she trusted him to
other undertakings of major importance. His
hand can be seen in the attempt to cow Mad-
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But Britain would err mightily if she looked
to him to conduct other campaigns like that
against French West Africa. Her association
with catastrophe in the past has been too depressing to chance another.
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to do, DeGaulle could do valiant service as a subordinate and advisor in strategy.
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by the political, economic and military alliance in which
Germany, Italy and Japan
have joined, this treaty does not have the
epochal qualities of the pact in which Germany and Soviet Russia joined hands. It does
not bring about an essential shift in the balof power in any part of the world. In a
sense the alliance merely formalizes a situa-

ance

tion which already exists and has existed for
These aggressor powers have
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announces

and serious prob-

years.
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lems have been created for the United States

Modern Tuberculosis Sanatorium.

6,000

people gathered in that city’s armory to hear
noted Texas preacher on Sunday. The point

a

to this is that Charlotte has a hall in which
so many persons can assemble.
Another point
is that Charlotte has found a way to provide
the hall. Like Sentimental Tommy, Charlotte
“has a way” of getting what it needs. And
because this is so, Charlotte is not only the
largest but the most progressive city in North

a

temporary

community of interest which forces them to
cling together at the present time. Hitler and
Mussolini’s ability to create a new order in
Europe, which their new partner in crime
recognizes in this pact, depends entirely on
their ability to crush Britain in the present
struggle. Japan’s plan to dominate Asia is
largely dependent on the ability of the Axis
powers to prevent Britain from interfering
with her schemes. Both have a strong interest
in keeping aloof and neutralized the power of
the United States, which might tip to balance
against them.
At the same time the ceremony transferring
this tacit understanding into a written agreement will have an important bearing on American foreign policy and will have to be taken

Carolina. It does not let nature take its course
but always lends a helping hand when nature,
or any other thing worth having, needs assistance. Charlotte is a bright and shinfcig example of how it pays to “get up and get” what into consideration in any decision made from
now on. One thing we know: It cannot frighten
you want.
The fact that Charlotte has this armory us into a policy of appeasement which would
.Which may also be used for large public gath- be tantamount to playing the aggressor’s

erings is worth Wilmington’s consideration.
Wilmington needs a spacious auditorium. Wilmington’s people have no place where they
may congregate in large numbers under a
roof, to be entertained, to be benefited by the
preaching of a distinguished minister or by
the thoughts of a prominent lecturer, or to
hold open forums upon important questions.
We all remember the crowding of the court
room when mass meetings were held at the
inception of the defense program. We all know
how inadequqate the auditorium at the high
school is when a Wilmington throng seeks a
place to meet. Wilmington has not looked out
for its interests as Charlotte has done, and

game.

We must continue to uphold American interests firmly wherever they may lie with the
continuing hope that aggression will not drive
us into a position from which there is no escape but to use force to protect our peace and

security. At the same time, we must be in a
position to know that if it becomes necessary
to use force, we will have the military power
to halt aggression in its tracks.

Newspaper Week

Of all special weeks celebrated annually in
consequence must assemble in the open the United States, none is more significant
air, exposed to any whim of the weather, than Newspaper Week, which starts today and
when an event holds the wide public interest continues through next Tuesday. It is the aim
and attracts large attendance, such, for ex- and the hope of the country’s publishers to
ample, as the annual music festival of school draw the reading public and the newspaper in-

in

to closer relationship this year than ever bechildren.
Just now, the city and county governments fore because of the perilous situation in world
have within reach a project to construct a affairs and the dangers confronting this land
It is not only that the European war is
great armory which could be used, as Charlotte’s is used, for public meetings as well as drawing closer. That is bad enough, heaven
for military purposes. The tract which best knows. It is that the institution of a free press,

fits the need, the old Marine Hospital site, is no less than of free speech, will disappear in
available for $20,000. If this land is purchased America, as it has in so many countries, if
it will make possible a great park and play- the barbarians of Europe enforce their will
ground, and still be large enough to accom- upon Britain and the United States* In these
modate an athletic arena later on. Such a
park and recreation center would be an asset of the first magnitude.
cannot hope to make the pro-
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he
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Card of Thanks charged for at the rate of
So
25 cents per line. Count five words to Une. presumably in preparation for invasion.
what they were sent
far
from
accomplishing
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
in
is entitled to the exclusive use of all news out to do, the Nazi planes were shot down
stories appearing in The Wilmington Star a number closely approaching 200 and utterly failed to drive the British planes from the
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1040

Star-News

none

deeply concen- important than a free press.
trated upon expansion of the Axis during the
Editors and publishers are as fallable as
last few days that Britain’s continued and in- any other group. They have blundered, as
creasing attack on Nazi continental strong- everybody does, and will blunder again as
holds has shifted to second place in the news. long as this dispensation lasts and the millenThis is easily explained, but not justified, for nium is
postponed. But however great a
Britain has been striking such heavy blows score can be added up against them, they
across the channel that a Nazi invasion of nevertheless constitute a buffer
that cannot be
England, Hitler’s most cherished dream, be- done without. They stand between arrogant
comes more and more difficult.
usurpations, such as exist in the dictator
Nor is the offensive of the Royal Air Force states of Europe, and the rights of the people
the only aspect of the changing situation to at large. No Hitler, no Mussolini, no Stalin
be considered. The defense of England, too, can ever get a foothold in the United States
has stiffened while British bombers have been as
long as an unmuzzled press is on guard
blasting industries, troops concentrations am- against him.
munition dumps, gasoline and other supply
The public is asked to keep these facts and
Public interest has been
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shores safe from invasion but to preserve
the institutions through which America has
arrived at its place of leadership in the world.
our

asTecond
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if the the truth in the news and give honest expresgress its people are entitled to expect,
their views.
legal machinery is not set up quickly to take sion of
defense program, therefore,
American
The
availmade
advantage of the money already
is not merely a matter of armament to keep
able for an armory by congress.

two nations only, among the leading countries
of the world, is it still possible for newspapers
to have opinions of their own, to publish the
true facts of every day’s happenings—>to tell

Man About

Hands Across The Seas

Manhattan
By GEORGE TUCKER

P. R., Sept. 30.—
Gigante, the sports columnist for El Mundo, tells me that
Mona Channel, which is off the
SAN JUAN,

Artura

west coast of Puerto Rica and
which used to be a part of the old

Spanish Main,

is a row

spawning

bed for giant tuna. He says the
waters literally boil with them and
that now the channel is the finest tuna ground in the world. Arsea
my pilots who take their deep
fishing seriously verify this report.
As a matter of fact, all kinds of
salt water fish, and big ones, are
abundant in the channel and off
Mona Island. After half an hour
or so it ceases to be fun. That’s
the kind of fishing it is. Gigante
is one of those fellows who likes
to take a crack at everything he
writes about. For instance, being
a
sports writer, he plays base
a multitude of others which will come to any ball. He fishes, pilots a plane, and
the
inquiring person in mind this week. The Star- watches the newspapers from
hawk. He can ala
News asks its readers to share the blessings States like
ways tell you the standing of the
of a free press by using the columns of these
major league clubs, or what sort
newspapers for frank discussion of problems of material Elmer Layden will
and issues close to their hearts. It is felt that have at Notre Dame this fall.
*
*
*
no greater service can be done subscribers
Usually it is the turistas who
than to repeat the standing invitation to ad- are
fleeced, but occasionally they
dress letters to the editor on matters which, to tell of somebody from the States
the writer, appear to need an airing. The only with a good line of chatter who
and takes the
restriction the Star-News imposes is that the comes down here
over. One of these tales conboys
subject shall be within the realm of propriety cerns a fellow who rushed into
and that the phrasing is neither libelous or one of the big hotels here and sold
tVip martappmpnt n OOfl rtairs of rnlscurrilous.
ler skates. The idea was that with
a beautiful open dancehall overlooking the sea roller s k ati n g
would be a sensation. But it was
not. After a few attempts to popularize the sport, which were disMUSIC
mal in the extreme, all those nice
skates were carefully put away
Durham Herald
Before the altar of fine music, its lovers and haven’t been seen, or menhave always felt, must remain to pray those tioned, since.
Today we had lunch with Wilfools who have come to scoff. It has always
been their feeling that if you can get a person liam B. Bell in the unbelievably
to give fine music a fair hearing he will re- beautiful Garden-yth-the-Sea at the
Condado. Puerto Rican servants
main forever a devotee.
“Listen to this selection a few times,” they in white uniforms brought us won
derful filets of Mero saute. Belle
say to the skeptic” and you are bound to realMeuniero, a fish with a special
ize its beauty.”
a sort
They believe that even the most confirmed sauce, and buttered yautia,
detester of symphonies and operas can come of native potato which I like very
to love both if they will give them a real much. Mr. Bell is chief of the bureau of alcoholic beverages
and
hearing. They believe that this love is natural
narcotics, with absolute control
and cannot be stopped.
over all the distilleries. He tells
They don’t believe that a love of good music
me that the narcotics racket isn’t
comes first of all from listening to good muas bad as it used to be. The drug
sic frequently.
most commonly used seems to be
Those who love good music know how much
morphine. He has found only one
the “lost” musical audience in missing.
This cocaine addict in recent
years.
“lost” audience is made had the
opportunBut the
“moonshiners”
occaity to hear good music frequently, never come
sionally give him a little trouble.
to a real appreciation of it. They realize that
Down here the moonshiners disa part of life which could be rather
precious till “canita,” a low form of rum
has been missed by this "lost” audience.
which is apt to cause anything
No less unfortunate than the “lost” audience from
blindness to death, the reaicritten
excluNinteenth of 24 articles on “0 ur
is that large group of people who have the
Country,”
op- son being that none of the poisonsively for NEA Service and The Wilmington Morning Star by the
portunities to hear good music but never ous oils are removed. When he
nation's most famous authors.
take advantage of them.
gets a case like this he pushes it
But the signs are multiplying that good mu- to the
By TAYLOR CALDWELL
limit, and the cooperation
sic is reaching a wider audience today than
Author of “Dynasty of Death.”
given him by Federal Judge Coopever‘before and that this audience is being er, he
Recently I heard two young people talking together, with a mingling
says, has been wonderful
continually augmented by new converts. AcThe Judge, by the way, is a for- of despair, cynicism and wryness.
tual performances of opera are being made mer
“I'm a communist,” said one, "because I’m envious of competent,
governor of South Carolina.
adequate and virile citizens.”
available to more people. The radio each day As we were
lunching he came in
"I’m a fascist,” said the other, bitterly, “because I hate people.”
broadcasts serious music to thousands. Great with Mrs. Cooper and joined some
And I. I thought, am a democrat, because I
orchestras are making wide tours. Recordings friends at an adjoining table. Beneither hate nor envy anyone.
of good music are getting into more homes fore I leave here I
hope to ask
But, I later considered, is a mere negative state
than ever before because of price reductions. him exactly what was it that the
of mind a safe or sensible one in these dreadful days?
Altogether the outlook for serious music in Governor of North Carolina said
I do not think so.
Something is frightfully wrong
this country is most favorable. Americans to him.
with democracies.
2
They are negative.
They lack
have a capacity for enjoying the finer
dynamism,
power,
conviction
and strength.
They
things
lack courage and honor and drive.
of life which is not less than that of the
If they have a
peoit is not apparent in the babel of voices, feeble,
case,
of
other
countries.
ple
2
quarrelling and listless. And where many talk, no
one is heard, and a
general demoralization and helplessness overcomes the will to struggle, and
WESTBROOK
PEGLER
BERLIN IDYL
By
fulfill,
and
the
very will-to-live and will-to-survive.
There is not much that is amusing about
But
inherent
in
the
democracies there is a real
this war, but the Associated Press has added
The Star wishes its readers
case.
First of all, democracies must realize that
to know that views and opinmeasurably to its small stock of grim humor
their way of life is
new in the world,
comparatively
ions expressed in this article
by transmitting Berlin's latest propaganda
the slave democracies of Greece
and Rome were no
real
are
those of the author and
story, describing the Fuehrer sitting nightly in
democracies. But a free people, choosing its own
the “spacious air-raid-shelter” under his
government, setting up its own courts where everynot
may
always harmonize
palaTaylor
one
is equal before the
tial Chancellery, surrounded by a h a d d v
law, deciding its own issues
with its position.—The Editor.
Caldwell
:s a new
phenomenon under the old sun
mrong of children and expectant mothers. Ac..i 1
The "new” tyrannical and manNEW YORK, Sept. 30— .George
commodations will provide for 600 children
and 120 expectant mothers a night, selected Spelvin, American, finds it more tax-exempt bonds,” said the Dum- hating way ot life in Communist(no doubt with the Gestapo’s most careful and more difficult to understand my. “Don’t you ever listen to the Fascists is as ancient
as life and
attention to such matters as party regularity his oldest son, the one they call radio? They buy government bonds
death. Today, the final battle between
and Aryan ancestry) from the city’s poorer Dummy, who has very positive and close
up their business and live the new'
and the old is taking place,
quarters, where it seems that even the god- ideas, most of them in conflict on the fat of the
land without pay- not
state has been able to provide no more than with the old man’s.
only on bloody battlefields, but
Last night, for example, Dummy ing taxes.”
“inadequate” bomb proofs. Late every afterin the hearts and minds of all men.
said the whole trouble with the
If you had a thousand bucks,” It
noon the day’s detachment is
all comes dow'n to the basic quesdeposited, by world was the greedy rich.
th eold man asked, “and there
motor bus, at the Chancellery’s vast doors, and
tion:
was
"Do tve love men or hate
"All they think about,” he said,
the enraptured children and expectant mothno chance to make
on them?”
“is their profits and having a good
any
profits
ers
or vice versa
descend to pass the air
Does democracy breed weakness
it in some kind of business
time.”
and you
raid in the overpowering presence of their
and confusion and disorder? I am
the old man said, “and might even lose
"Well,”
the thousand
leader.
afraid so. But it need not. It is all
what do you think about?”
bucks, what would you do with the a matter
“There they are given a supper. After that,
of clarification. Democracies
“Well,” the Dummy said, “I
until bedtime, there is such entertainment as don’ think about
profits because dough? Would you invest it in a must vitally affirm certain doctrines:
fairy, tales, told by kindergarten teachers, I am not an explorer, but if you business or buy government bonds honor and courage, truth and justice.
Punch and Judy shows or children’s dances. mean I like to tear around a little and be sure of
your money and a They must face the animal “realism”
Hitler often visits the children before they fall and
of the enemies with the reply that
lap off a saucer of toddy, why, little interest?”
“I
There
are some situations too much what of it? After all, I am human
asleep.”
wouldn’t do either one if I realism is not
human-civilization,
for comment, too much for tears. This idyl of and you don’t live but only once.” had a thousand bucks,” the Dum- that
men do not live by the bread
the propaganda machine is one of them. The
“How long has it been since you my said. “I would throw a
party of comfort and profits alone, and that
man of barrenness and death surrounded
by had a job?” the old man asked. like I bet you never saw because, there are noble things worth fight“About
a year,”
the Dummy like I said, you only live once and
childhood and fecundity (mingled in Teutoning for as well as base
ically exact proportions), this author of the said, “and that is just the trouble. it is here today and gone tomorAnd we should prepare to fight
row.
But
I
can understand
new world opening the little ones’ eyes to its The dirty rich are so greedy that
why for them, not with words
alone, but
beauties in a bomb-proof cellar under his pala- they won’t give you a job, and I some common people would buy
tial Chancellery, while the anti-aircraft and am a member of the lost genera- government bonds just to play with steel. We must rid ourselves of
the bombs which he loosed on so many other tion without any market for my safe, but I am thinking of the rich. our weakness, which are self-inThey shouldn’t be allowed to stick dulgence, selfishness, apathy, lack
children roar above them—what fairy tales talents.”
of discipline, fear of adversity and
“What are your talents?” the old it away in government bonds.”
could produce a picture like this In the mornman asked.
‘Why not?” Mr. Spelvin demand- pain, repugnance to war, and luxury
ing, no doubt, they ramble—in column of
“Salesman,” said the Dummy. ed. “If the government don’t want and love of profits. We should say
twos—happily away to their buses, their child- “But
nobody has any money to the rich dough why do they bor- at every hour: I am ready to fight
ish prattle—of course, the prescribed prattle
because the rich aren’t put- row it? Do you ever hear of them not with phrases, but with
spend
guns; not
for the day, authorized by Dr. Goebbels—
out, so I can’t make a quar- refusing to borrow a million bucks tomorrow, but today.
ting
warming the Fuehrer’s heart. The expectant ter.”
from one guy and
a
firm
Jesus
said that if a man lacked a
borrowing
mothers probably adore him. But does he
“Dummy,” the old man said, from 200,000 little guys, instead?” sword, he should sell half his
garever catcli a certain look in the clearer eye
“you ought to know that the mors “Well,” said the Dummy, "you ments and buy one. In another secof childhood?
2 goods they sell the more
can argue-yourself
profits
crazy, but I am tion, the Bible declares that a
peothey get, so why would they want telling you the day is coming.”
ple without a vision must perish.
to close up business and cut off all
“What day?” the old man deWe have neither a vision nor a
those wages?”
manded.
sword And so, we must perish if we
“But you take my case, for in‘The day is coming,” the Dun>
refuse to formulate the one, and take
stance,” the Dummy said. “If they my said, “when the government
up the other We must employ many
would
me a decent salary 1 will trick those rich. The
pay
I don’t want any publicity.—Wilhelm Jakob
govey*
would spend the dough for a car ment will tax the ears off then- of the vitalistic principles of the old
Muhlenbroich, as he was arraigned on charges
while fixing
and probably get married and even factories and stocks so
they will warring philosophies,
of kidnaping Marc de Tristan, Jr.
buy a house. As long c.s they pay lend it all to the government in- our eyes steadfastly on the new ideal
•
*
*
me a good salary I will
keep on stead. And then the government of universal courage and honor,
The three powers (Germany, Italy and Jait in, because, paw, you will refuse to pay them back
spending
and truth and justice.
pan) has no intention of challenging or threat- know I am a
A sword and a vision. Without
rough man on a dol- they will be out of luck and guyening anyone.—Count Galeazzo Ciano.
lar, and the first thing you know like me will all get jjobs with the these two, democracy must perish
»
*
*
we will have prosperity again.”
government, and boy will we go to fro mthe earth, not only overcome
Do you know where Dong Dang is? Do you
“But you said the whole trouble town.!”
by the enemy, but with the disgust
want your boys to die for Dong Dang?—Repis that the rich are so crazy about
“Out of the mouths of
of God.
I^m
resentative Bruce Barton, of New York.
the
old man said, “and mines,”
profits,”
said
George
*
•
*
Spelvin,
now you say nobody has
any dough American.
James Truslow Adams deNothing could be worse for higher education to spend, so it is a cinch the rich
scribes democracy as our most
in this country than to have it thought that can’t make
any profits not selling
Yellow is the color of mourning
precious possession and tells
enrollment in a college or university is a meth- anything. Why don’t
you pull your- in China, and for that reason no
how we can keep it, in the next
od of avoiding conscription.—Dr. Robert M. self together?”
yellow automobiles are shipped
article of this series on “Our
“The rich put their
Hutchins, president of Chicago University.
money into there,
Country.’,’
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Hollywood
Sights And Sounds
BY ROBBIN

COONS

30—
HOLLYWOOD,
Sept.
“Hired Wife.” Screenplay by
Richard Connell and
Gladys
Lehman, from story by George
Beck. Directed by William A.
Rosalind
Seiter. Principals:
Russell, Brian Aherne, Virginia
Bruce, Robert Benchley, John
Hobert
Cavanaugh,
Carroll,
Richard Lane.
Miss Russell is extremely credin
her
ible
assignment. With
smartness and humor and allaround good acting, she makes
the kind of wife who would win,
in real life, over whatever com-

plications

were

thrown in her

path.

Here she is the w'ife in a marriage of convenience, espoused beher employer (Aheren) is
cause
about to be done wrong by a bunch
of wicked rivals.The ex-secretary
thus legally endowed with her husband’s assets, has a merry time
in putting to rout the wiles of adversaries both business and romantic, the latter embodied in the
beauteous Bruce as an advertising model with designs not meant
for the ads. Roz gets her man—
and it’s one of the year’s light,
bright pictures, fast-moving and

|

|

funny.
For
“No
Time
Comedy.”
Screenplay by Julius J. and
the
Philip G. Epstein from
play by S. N. Berhman. Directed by William Keighley. Principals: James Stewart, Rosa-

lind Russell, Genevieve Tobin,
Charlie Ruggles, Allyn Joslyn,
Clarence Kolb, Louise Beavers.
More lightness and brightness
here, in this story of a hick-town
playwright whose sparkling comedies of Park Avenue make him
famous but unhappy. That’s Stewart, who can do more with an honest hick than any other boy in
town.

Miss Russell (in her second new
of the week) plays the
famous actress who marries him
and keeps him happy until Amanda (Tobin) comes along with her
plan to “inspire” him to serious
things. That leaves Russell and
Amanda's husband (Ruggles) free
for each other, to neither’s great
joy. But the wife again comes,
through, via the well-worn route
of understanding sympathy when
the husband comes a-cropper.
“No Time For Comedy” has
good fun, good lines and situations
and nail-on-the-head acting to make
up for an occasional phoney note
like the ending. Ruggles is one to
watch in his “new” character.

picture

of
Fortune.”
“Rangers
Screenplay by Frank Butler.
Directed by Sam Wood. Principals: Fred MacMurray, Albert Dekker, Gilbert Roland,
Patricia Morison, J osep.h
Schildkraut, Dick Foran, Betty
Brewer.
Wood (“Mr. Chips,” “Our Town”
etc.) here proves again that he
can take assignments as they come
for this is a rollicking western.
The “rangers” are MacMurray,
Roland, and Dekker, the one-time
“Dr. Cyclops” who now as a
punch-drunk fighter, takes a slice
of comedy cake. But all three do
that, for the film has a swashbuckling humor.
There’s mystery, and a girl
(Morison) and a homely youngster named Betty Brewer so devoid of cloying affectation you may
wonder how she got into movies
at all. She got in by singing and
dancing! in front of a movietown
night sjiot to help out the folks, t
t

i

j

